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An egocentric account of the visual guidance of locomotion

The recent series of articles (Lappe et al1; Wann & Land2) and replies (Harris & Rogers3; Lappe et al4;
Fajen & Warren5) has been useful in drawing out what is and isn’t known about the roles of optic flow
and perceived egocentric direction in the visual guidance of locomotion.  The proposal that perceived
egocentric direction has a central role in the guidance of locomotion6 appears to no longer be disputed.
Here we wish to clarify some implications of the strong version of this proposal, that locomotion relies
exclusively on perceived egocentric direction.

How does an observer perceive the egocentric direction of an object?  The direction relative to the
trunk is minimally given by the orientation of the head on the trunk, the orientation of the eye in the
head and the retinal location of the target (note that, lest there be any confusion, current direction of
locomotion is not required).  However, there are other influences on perception of egocentric
direction.  The structure within the optic array, or retinal image, can affect perception of egocentric
direction7,8.  Furthermore, and of special interest, changes within the optic array (‘optic flow’) can
also influence perception of direction.  Natural optic flow experienced when walking has been shown
to change perceived egocentric direction9.  Artificially generated translational flow has also been
shown to have a fast-acting influence on perceived direction10,11.  A simple interpretation of these
effects is that in the former case optic flow recalibrates perceived egocentric direction, whereas in the
latter, flow provides gaze movement information that is used in the perception of egocentric
direction6.

What are the consequences of the influences described above?  It follows that if walking observers do
guide themselves using perceived egocentric direction, then both the structure of the visual
environment and the change in structure (‘optic flow’) would be predicted to have an influence on
locomotion.  Is there data in the two published papers6, 12 that is compatible with either of these
predictions?  The differences reported in trajectory with different prisms6,12 and environments12 fits the
structure prediction.  Unfortunately, Fajen & Warren’s assertion notwithstanding, it is difficult to
interpret any published data in support of a fast-acting influence of optic flow.  We should not take
this as firm evidence against such an influence of flow, but rather as an indication that further data
collection or more detailed data analysis is still required.  Should subsequent papers demonstrate a
fast-acting influence of flow, then parallel measurement of biases in perception of egocentric direction
and locomotor trajectory would help determine if the use is direct (flow-based strategies are used) or
indirect (flow influences perception of direction).

Turning to Wann & Land’s article, they outlined a variety of strategies that could be used to guide an
observer along a curved path (Fajen & Warren’s letter describes an unrelated task of steering towards
a static virtual target).  We note that to steer around a bend it is not necessary to determine anything
as complex as bend curvature: if the car is already in the lane it can be steered by simply keeping
constant the direction of the tangent point, or the direction of a piece of the (inner or outer) road
edge at a fixed distance ahead.  A model of steering13 has recently been developed in our lab that is
based on keeping constant the direction of two points: a far point in the distance (e.g., the vanishing
point or tangent point), and a near point in the centre of the lane.  This model drives in a naturalistic
motorway/highway simulation with full vehicle dynamics and generates predictions of both steering
and eye-movement behaviour.  Validated with human driver data from our fixed-base driving simulator,
the model accounts for various aspects of driver perception and control during lane keeping, curve
negotiation, and lane changing.  Thus, egocentric direction suffices to produce realistic, human-like
steering behaviour.

Strong models have the benefit of being simple, and easy to test.  By drawing on the broader literature
on the perception of egocentric direction, it is possible to generate a large number of predictions
about walking trajectories in differing visual environments.  Although it may ultimately be found



wanting, the strong egocentric direction model is currently the most parsimonious account of the
published empirical data.
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